
HILARIOUS: The “amazing” 4-SECOND TEST of “renewable energy” in California
did NOT include city of Los Angeles and DID include use of fossil fuels

Description

USA: After California’s “green energy” grid completely collapsed last summer in the middle of a 
heat wave, they began implementing the non-user-friendly-policy of rolling blackouts. Expect 
widespread power outages for the next five years, the politicians have warned all Californians. 
Sounds like a very promising play book so far, if you want to travel back in time to the Dark 
Ages. But wait. Now California has almost done the impossible. They shut down all fossil fuel 
power for 4 seconds, and proved they can run on only green energy. Except, not really. For 
even those brief seconds of “proof” they could do it, fossil fuels were still running the show, 
the gimmick, namely natural gas, behind all the smoke and mirrors.

Fake record set for California‘s main power grid, excluding 
Los Angeles, while burning natural gas, and lasting only 4 
seconds

Step right up and witness the impossible. Democrats are trying to turn California into a 100 percent
“green energy” state, but it can’t be done. Not even close. In fact, it can’t even be done for 4 measly
seconds. Still, mainstream media and the hucksters that run the state and cities of ‘Cali’ might have the
heavily-polluted minds of the populace there believing (pun intended).

While burning natural gas, a fossil fuel, the state of California, minus its biggest city, was able to stay
“lit” during a 4-second shut down of other-than-gas non-renewable energy. Politicians said it sent a
“chill” down their spines, especially since the rich gurus were sitting in their mansions running the air
conditioner on high during the staged event.

Making ZERO dent in the state’s carbon emissions, politicians are trying to cover up the fact that their
state’s contribution to global pollution is horrendous, regularly.

Though China and India are polluting the world on a scale the US can’t even compete with, California
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politicians want their voters to still believe in the whole “green energy” conversion head-fake, while
everyone goes broke from inflation and dies from the drought, rolling blackouts, and the heat wave.

Oxymoronic: Natural gas still a major emissions pollutant 
burning to support the “green energy” movement

Natural gas produces fine particulate matter that can lodge in lung tissue, according to scientific
research. This kills more people than burning coal, yet it’s part of the foundation of California
supposedly going completely 100 percent green for 4 seconds as of late. Is this “climate justice?” The
entire “green energy movement” is based on lies. You can’t run a million electric cars without fossil-fuel-
powered charging stations, and you can’t run Los Angeles on solar and wind power alone.

Once all fossil fuels, including gas and diesel, are banned in California, there will be no agriculture
sector and most of the populace left breathing will be homeless and begging for food and shelter.
That’s “climate justice” being inflicted on Californians by the communist-led politicians who know it’s all
coming apart, and fast.

Follow the bouncing ball. They couldn’t even go green for 4 seconds. It’s a farce. A hoax. A Ponzi
scheme where every Californian pays a hunk of their paycheck in taxes for the politicians to embezzle,
while the whole state cracks apart and eventually floats out to sea. Maybe that’s what they really mean
by “going green.”

Will “green energy” be able to keep the nuclear power plants from melting down, Fukushima style, and
killing millions in California and their neighboring states? Only time will tell, and more staged events.
Here’s Tucker Carlson blowing the lid off the entire “green energy” scheme of the embezzling
Democrat politicians and energy sector gurus in California.

Keep your truth news in check by adding preparedness.news  to your favorites list and tuning in daily
for updates on real news about the surviving and thriving in the near future, while the crazy libs live in
their upside-down, insane bubble.
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